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PAMTiTe  Adhesive sysTeM
The PAMTite Adhesive System starts with our rugged, industrial 
grade glue gun.  The HB220 is designed for real world use and the 
tough demands of a contractor or installer who uses the tool all day, 
every day.  Paired with our uniquely formulated PAMTite adhesives, 
you have a fast, powerful system that bonds virtually any material in 
an indoor setting.

• High adjustable temperature up to 428ºF
• Powerful 220 Watt heating element
• Fast activation, ready for use in under 5 minutes
• Designed for continous use without delays
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You told us you needed a powerful, high quality 
glue gun and we listened!  

The HB 220 is not your grandmother’s craft glue 
gun; this is a professional tool.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
• Adjustable temperature:  284°F - 428°F 

(140°C – 220°C)
• Light weight:  Only 1.25 lbs.
• 220 Watt heating element
• Stroke adjustment enables precise, 

consistent dispensing



PAMTiTe 
Adhesive 
PAMTite is not just an ordinary glue stick - this is revolutionary 
adhesive!  Now available in two distinct formulas, PAMTite 
adhesives provide speed, strength, and versatility in countless 
applications. PAMTite is fast and strong, making it a suitable 
replacement for construction adhesives or traditional fasteners 
in many uses.  PAMTite is even non-toxic, has minimal VOCs and 
virtually no smell.

Not all jobs are created equal. That’s why we introduced PAMTite and 
our new PAMTite Plus adhesives.  While both offer speed, strength, and 
versatility for indoor applications, their unique chemistries provide 
different characteristics.  

• PAMTite:  Instant tack, 5-minute cure.
• PAMTite Plus:  More working time, greater heat and cold resistance.

THE PAMTITE SERIES

ADHESIVE GUIDE

PAMTite Plus
Ideal for projects where longer
open time is needed.

Reviewing our simple adhesive guide below is a great start to 
making the choice that is best for your project.

*Note:  Open time and set time can vary due to ambient temperature,  
dispensed glue pattern, volume, and substrate material.

PAMTite 
Faster setting adhesive
with immediate tack.

• Speed:   Instant tack grabs substrates immediately
• Strength:   Materials will often fail before the bond will
• Versatility: Great for non-porous and difficult materials
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PAM Tite PlusPAM Tite
Which is right for you? 

Operating temperature

Open time (working time)

Set time (full cure)

Cold / Heat Resistance

Color

390º F 350º F

1 minute 3 minutes

5 minutes 8 minutes

-5º F / 135º F
Clear Light Yellow

-15º F / 150º F



PAMTite is fast.  Other adhesives take up to 24 hours to cure, meaning 
the installer has to close off the room and come back the next day to 
finish the job.  PAMTite eliminates downtime and enables you to finish 
the job on the first trip.  With the versatility of PAMTite, you have a 
powerful solution for your interior flooring projects.

PAMTite is a great replacement for tube adhesives and nails for 
attaching tack strips to concrete.  PAMTite works well with old and new 
concrete floors alike.  

• Power stretch after 5 minutes!
• Same day finish – no more second trips to the jobsite.
• For best results, apply a wide bead to the entire tack strip

CARPET TACK STRIPS

Use one adhesive for a variety of transition strip types:  metal, vinyl, 
wood and others.  PAMTite’s strong but flexible bond will hold up 
even after long periods of regular foot traffic.  Unlike tube adhesives, 
PAMTite’s bond does not become brittle over time.

• We recommend applying PAMTite directly to the transition strip
• Simply dispense the adhesive, apply pressure to the strip to activate 

the bond, and walk away!

TRANSITION STRIPS

When glued-down commercial carpet forms bubbles or wrinkles over a 
concrete slab, PAMTite is a fast, easy fix for the problem.  Our specially 
designed carpet piercing nozzle easily penetrates the carpet.  After 
dispensing PAMTite, apply pressure to ensure the carpet is down.

• Carpet piercing nozzle available (p. 9)
• Great for carpet over concrete slabs or wood subfloors

CARPET BUBBLE REPAIR

iNTeRiOR 
FLOORiNG

• Great for concrete, wood, vinyl, rubber, and more
•  Widely used by Certified Flooring Installers (CFI)  

across North America
• Pro Tip:  Applying PAMTite to the material instead of  

directly to the floor extends the working time!
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Hollow Spot Nozzle

Hardwood Floor PAMTite Adhesive

PAMTite is great for starter and finish rows where a hardwood nailer will 
not fit due to spacing with the wall. 

• If a vapor barrier is present, we recommend cutting slits to    
 expose the subfloor.
• PAMTite will work best on concrete floors that have a urethane or 
 epoxy vapor barrier.

STARTER ROWS

PAMTite allows you to bond quickly without using a fastener that could 
damage or mar transitions.  Our fast cure allows you to immediately 
install the transition and walk away.

• Also great for t-molding and bull nosing
• Apply PAMTite across the full length of the transition or T-mold 
• For best results, consult NWFA Hardwood installation instructions.

TRANSITION STRIPS

Hollow spots between the 
hardwood and subfloor 
result in squeaks or board 
flexing.  PAMTite offers a 
fast, non-toxic solution to 
this problem.  

HOLLOW SPOT REPAIR

hARdwOOd
FLOORiNG 
PAMTite is a true multifunction system that not only bonds 
finished and unfinished hardwood but also hardwood 
accessories such as moldings, medallions, and transitions.  

Our nail-free solution in most applications allows you to 
preserve the beauty of the hardwood floor without compromising 
the integrity of its installation.  PAMTite can even be removed 
and cleaned easily from prefinished surfaces without damaging 
the finish.

Pro Tip:  The National Wood Flooring Association (NWFA) 
qualifies PAMTite as a wood adhesive and replacement for 
face nailing in hardwood flooring.  It is also used to train 
NWFA installers! 
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iNTeRiOR 
ReNOvATiON

PAMTite is a great substitute for traditional fasteners, which can split 
decorative moldings. With the strength to hold moldings in place, 
PAMTite eliminates the need for nailing.

If fasteners are required, PAMTite can be used to hold the molding in 
place before fasteners are inserted.

WOOD MOLDINGS 

Whether you are a professional remodeler or have a DIY project, 
PAMTite provides the speed, strength, and versatility you need.  The 
low VOCs and near odorless use of PAMTite makes it perfect for work 
in schools, hotels, and even hospitals where facility maintenance is 
a daily requirement.  With fast-curing PAMTite, rooms do not need to 
be closed off for long periods while adhesives cure.  From the jobsite 
to the “honey-do” list, PAMTite has you covered.

• Great for most types of moldings, coves, and transitions
• PAMTite’s instant bond makes it ideal for quick fixes around 

the house
• Perfect for use as a clamping aid when fasteners are required.  

A dab of PAMTite will hold the material in place while you 
insert the fasteners, freeing the use of both hands.
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PAMTite works well with wood moldings such as:
• Crown molding
• Chair rail molding
• Bull nose on stairs
• Quarter round molding 
• T-Molding
• Delicate trim work around cabinets



Many adhesives will not bond to vinyl. PAMTite’s unique formula will not 
only create a long lasting bond, but also maintain its strength over time.  
PAMTite works great on vinyl cove molding, which can work free from 
walls and corners when other adhesives are used. 

• Great for creating a tight corner with the vinyl cove
• Instant bond allows the installer to quickly fix the problem
• Withstands plasticizer migration 

VINyL COVE MOLDING

When kitchen or bathroom tiles crack or break, replacing them can be 
a time-consuming experience.  PAMTite bonds excellently with ceramic, 
terazzo, granite and many other types of tile and stone. 

• Bonds to glossy and non-glossy surfaces
• Replaces the need for mortar
• Grout immediately to reduce overall time and cost

CERAMIC REPAIR
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INDUSTRIAL &
ASSEMBLY
The strength and speed of PAMTite, combined with the wide 
variety of materials it will adhere to, make it a great solution 
for assembly even in an industrial setting.  

PAMTite can be dispensed through a variety of equipment 
including bulk systems, roll coaters, and other specialty 
dispensers.  No project is too big or small for this unique 
series of adhesives.

• Light Assembly
• Sample boards
• Point of purchase & displays
• Specialty packaging & many more

The wide range of materials that PAMTite adheres to makes it 
perfect for a variety of general assembly applications.  

• Bonds with metals, plastics, and other difficult substrates
• Adheres to porous and non-porous surfaces
• Enables immediate shipping & handling
• Choose PAMTite or PAMTite Plus based on the required 
 heat/cold resistance

ASSEMBLy

Door surfaces can release from the frame during the assembly 
process when general purpose adhesives are used.  PAMTite grips 
instantly to these materials and the bond holds over time.

• Eliminates the need for clamps and drying racks
• Enables immediate shipping & handling
• Great for wood veneers, molded MDF, and other  

surface materials

DOOR REPAIR
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PA-10-88606 

• 2.38mm pipe nozzle with 
  extended copper tip
• Designed for repairing 
  hardwood hollow spots
• 7/16” drill bit recommended 
  to access hollow spot

HARDWOOD HOLLOW SPOT NOzzLE

PA-10-67022P

• 3.0 mm conical nozzle
• Designed for use with PAMTite
• Comes standard with every HB220

PAMTITE NOzzLE

PA-10-NC361

• 2-hole nozzle with 3.0 mm openings
• Designed for increased output

HIGH FLOW NOzzLE

PA-10-88609

• 3.0 mm nozzle with sharpened  
 steel pipe

• Designed for piercing carpet 
  and backing to fix bubbles

CARPET PIERCING NOzzLE

PA-10-67028

• 1.5 mm nozzle
• Designed for fine adhesive  

 dispensing

FINE TIP NOzzLE

PA-10-67022

• 3.0 mm conical nozzle
• Designed for use with general  

 purpose adhesive
• Standard with each HB 220

STANDARD EVA NOzzLE

NOZZLes

With so many applications suited for PAMTite, there are 
times when a special nozzle is the best fit for the job.  Our 
series of nozzles were specifically designed and tested for 
use with PAMTite. 

Our nozzles simply unscrew from the HB220. To remove a
nozzle, allow the gun to fully heat up so that adhesive is 
melted.   

Interested in something new?  Our team can design custom 
nozzles based on your unique needs.
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TECHNICAL DATA

PAMTiTe:  
iTeM NuMber uX-8012

PAMTite is a thermoplastic hot melt adhesive designed for a wide 
variety of applications.  It is clear in color and features instant 
tack and fast cure time.

Product Specifications
Softening Point: 194º F (90º C)
Heat Resistance: 135º F  (57º C)
Open Time:  45 seconds
Set Time:  60 seconds
Working Temperature:  
356º - 392º F (180º - 200º C)

Available Forms
½” diameter x 10” sticks

FDA Approval
Listed under CFR 175.105, Adhesives

PAMTiTe Plus:   
iTeM NuMber uX-101210

PAMTite Plus is a thermoplastic hot melt adhesive designed for a wide 
variety of applications.  It is slight yellow in color and features longer open 
time, higher heat resistance, and lower cold resistance.  

Product Specifications
Softening Point (F): 174º F (79º C)
Heat Resistance (F): 150º F (66º C)
Open Time: 180 seconds
Set Time: 8 minutes
Working Temperature:   
300º - 350º F (149º - 177º C)

Available Forms
½” diameter x 10” sticks
Bulk pillows

FDA Approval
Listed under CFR175.105, Adhesives
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AvAilAble PAckAging
PAMTITE
1-POUND BAG (18 STICKS) 22 –POUND BOx (BAGGED OR BULK) PALLET (1,408 LBS / 64 BOxES)

1-POUND BAG (18 STICKS) 22-POUND BOx (BAGGED OR BULK)

PALLET OF BULK PILLOWS  
(1,260 LBS / 36 BOxES)

BULK PILLOWS BOx (35 POUNDS PER BOx)

PAMTITE Plus

PALLET OF STICKS 
(1,408 LBS / 64 BOxES)

ADHESIVE APPLICATOR 
(6 PER CARTON)

HB 220
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PAM FASTENING TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
1108A CONTINENTAL BLvd.  
CHArLOTTE, NC 28273
 

Phone: 800.699.2674
FAX: 704.394.9339
Web: www.PAMFAST.COM

Revolutionary Adhesive System
by PAM Fastening Technology
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